
Practical Biomechanics 
 
Biomechanics is the name given to the study of forces and their 
effects upon living things. 

An understanding of some biomechanical principles will 
provide an explanation of: 

• Why people float (or sink) 

• What makes people move through the water 

• What slows people down as they move through water 

• Why people have differing body positions and efficiencies in their 
movements 

  

Principles 
 
In order to assist swimmers to learn and improve, a Teacher of 
Swimming and Water Safety needs to have a clear understanding 
of: 

• Buoyancy (Archimedes Principle) 

• Momentum (Newton’s first law) 

• Action and reaction (Newton’s third law) 

• The influence of changes to the centre of gravity and the centre of 
buoyancy 



• Positive drag and lift principles (Bernoulli’s Lift Principles) 

  

 

Body Position and Buoyancy 
 
Put simply, when a person enters the water, the more their body 
submerges, the lighter in weight they feel. 

As a person submerges, water is displaced to make a space for 
their body. Archimedes (one of the worlds’ three greatest 
mathematicians and a Greek scholar, 287 – 212BC) developed the 
principle that a buoyant force occurs as a result of such an act. 

Archimedes’ Principle states that “the buoyant force is equal to the 
weight of the displaced liquid”. Note - A buoyant force acts in an 
upward direction. 

From this, it can be deduced that the more water that is pushed 
aside or displaced, the greater the buoyant force will be. This could 
be due to a swimmer submerging more of their body, taking a deep 
breath or because one person’s body is larger than another person. 



Thus, there are two forces acting against each other - gravity in a 
downward direction (measured by weight) and buoyancy in an 
upward direction (measured by the weight of the water displaced). 
Once these two forces are known, determining whether a person 
will float or sink is a simple case of math. 

If the buoyant force is greater than the gravitational force, then the 
person will float, or conversely, if gravity is greater than buoyancy, a 
person will sink. The lower a person gets in the water, the more 
likely they are to float as the amount of water they push aside will 
increase (thus the buoyant force increases) but their weight will not 
change. 

E.g. if a person weighed 80 kilograms (downward force) and 
displaced 86 litres of water (one litre of water weighs one kilogram – 
86 litres weighs 86 kilograms and is an upward force) the upward 
buoyant force would cancel out the downward force and still have 6 
kilograms of upward force left! 



 

Centre of Gravity 
 
Also to be considered is where the body components that float and 
those that sink are located. 



What are the heavier than water components of the body? Answer 
– Muscle and Bone. 

The largest of these heavier than water components such as bones 
(hips) and muscles (Quadriceps and Gluteus Maximus) are located 
around the hips and thighs. 

If we balance out where all the heavy components are located this 
provides the location of the Centre of Gravity. Usually this is around 
the lower abdomen area. Centre of Gravity in males usually tends 
to be lower than in females. 

 

Centre of Buoyancy 
 
Similarly, if we look at where the lighter than water body 
components are located and we balance them out, we can 
determine the Centre of Buoyancy. 

The lighter than water body components are air (lungs) and fat 
(generally located around the hips and breasts in females and 
stomach in males). 



The centre of the lighter than water components such as air and fat 
tends to be centred in the lower chest area. 

 

Body Angle 

  

 
How vertically or horizontally a body will float (or sink) in water is 
determined by the relationship between the Centre of Gravity and 
Centre of Buoyancy as the two will vertically align as shown in the 
video. 

A person can change the Centre of Gravity and Centre of Buoyancy 
by moving body parts or adding floatation aids or weights. 



By altering the Centre of Gravity and the Centre of Buoyancy so 
that they are positioned closer to each other, a person’s body 
position in water will become more horizontal in angle. 

A person with physical disabilities may also have an altered Centre 
of Gravity due to variations in the muscle mass brought about by 
altered strengths or weaknesses. Missing limbs or part thereof will 
also affect balance and body position in the water. 

Water Density 
 
A factor in buoyancy is that not all water is the same. 

Ocean water contains dissolved salt. 120 litres of fresh water 
weighs 120 kilograms whilst the average 120 litres of ocean water 
weighs 124 kilograms (4 kilograms of salt are dissolved) so the 
buoyant upward force increases in ocean water by 4 kilograms yet 
the downward gravitation force remains the same – so a person will 
float better in the ocean. Imagine how well you would float in a 
relaxation tank with 1000 kilograms of salt dissolved in only 100 to 
200 litres of water. This explains the intriguing photos of people 
seemingly “sitting up” in the Dead Sea in Israel which has 34% 
salinity (roughly 8.6 times saltier than the ocean). 

  

 

Body Density 
 
Another factor in gravity and water displacement is evidenced if we 
compare two people. Both displace the same amount of water and 



thus have the same upward force acting on their body. One floats 
and the other sinks. Why? 

Our body is primarily made up of water, bones, muscle, fat and air. 
As you understand from previous sections, bones and muscle are 
heavier than water, whilst fat and air are lighter than water. A small 
person with light bones and lots of fat may displace the same 
amount of water as a heavy boned, muscular person but the first 
will float and the latter will sink as their body weights (and 
gravitational forces) differ. 

Hence a student who doesn’t float well may need more floatation or 
support when learning, and will need to develop a stronger kick to 
ensure a high streamlined body position. 

Note: Not being able to float does not mean a person cannot learn 
to swim. It simply means they will have to swim to stay on the 
surface of the water. 

Application of Buoyancy 
Principles 
Here is an example of how to use the knowledge you have gained 
thus far. 

 

A learner is experiencing difficulty floating. A Teacher could place a 
buoyant aid such as a kick board underneath the learner’s chest. 



This has the effect of increasing buoyancy as the displacement of 
the water has increased, but gravity has not significantly increased 
as the board is “light”. 

In this situation, the body position will also alter, as the Centre of 
Buoyancy has been moved down the body towards the Centre of 
Gravity and the body will become more horizontally positioned on 
the surface of the water. 

 

If instead, the learner placed the kickboard out in front of them, their 
legs would sink as the Centre of Gravity and Centre of Buoyancy 
have moved further apart. 

 

Moving Through Water 
 
A relatively horizontal body position is ideal for moving through the 
water. 

In order to explain some concepts of how a body moves through 
water, analogies relating to common land-based movements have 
been used. 

When a swimmer places their hand in the water and presses back 
against the water, ideally the hand stays 'anchored' in that position 
and the body moves past the hand. A swimmer does not grab the 
water and drag it back to their leg. Similarly when a person is 
walking they do not put their foot on the ground and drag the 



ground back (unless they are on a treadmill), rather they place their 
foot on the ground and leverage their body forward past their foot. 

The longer the distance a swimmer presses back against the water 
for, the further forward they will leverage themselves. Similarly, if a 
person is walking and takes longer steps they will go forward further 
in a step. 

As a swimmer presses against the water to leverage their body 
forward, the hand and the arm act as a lever. Have you ever tried to 
lift yourself over the edge of the pool keeping your arms straight? 
Impossible for most! Biomechanically, the arm acts more efficiently 
as a lever when the elbow is bent at approximately a right angle 
(between 80 and 110 degrees) as it passes the centre of the body. 
In short, “bent arms are strong arms”. 

If you look at a proficient swimmer swimming slowly, and compare 
their body position to when they are swimming fast, you will notice 
that the angle of the body in relation to the surface of the water has 
changed. This results in the feet position becoming lower in the 
water, thus sprinters need to kick more in order to raise the feet 
closer to the surface of the water. The effects of kicking and 
changes to body angle will be discussed later in this unit. A Teacher 
of Swimming and Water Safety should aim to have a swimmer 
immerse about half their head in the water when they are floating, 
but swim with only their face in the water when sprinting. 

Research using high speed underwater photography with elite 
swimmers shows that the swimmer’s hand speed in all strokes 
commences slowly when the arms are at full stretch in front of the 
body and accelerate at an ever increasing speed as the body is 
leveraged past the hand. 

The explanation is that when the hand makes a sudden change in 
direction it has to stop going one direction before proceeding in a 
different direction. As the hand commences the stroke there is a 
sudden change in direction in the pathway of the hand as it begins 
to press back. Once the hand begins to move backwards, water 
starts to also move back (similar to pushing against a treadmill). 
Because of pressing back against already moving water, the hand 
speed has to increase in order to maintain the same amount of 
hand pressure on the water. 



Newton's Laws of Motion 
 
Newton's First Law of Motion: "An object at rest tends to stay at 
rest and an object in motion tends to stay in motion with the same 
speed and in the same direction unless acted upon by an opposing 
force". 

A swimmer moving through the water finds it difficult to continue to 
move forward due to the opposing forces (resistance) of water. 

Newton's Third Law of Motion: "For every action there is an equal 
and opposite reaction". 

When swimming, as the hand presses against the water, the water 
moves back in reaction. A proficient swimmer's hand will search for 
"still water" by moving the hand in or out and/or up or down subtly. 
This provides greater resistance to the hand moving back and thus 
provides more leverage forward. 

Once a mass of the water out in front is moving back, the only way 
to continue to maintain the same amount of pressure against the 
water as the hand presses back is for the hand to increase speed. 
A novice Freestyle swimmer whose hand does not change direction 
at all in the water will find they achieve less leverage and that their 
arms are "spinning" with little resulting forward travel per arm 
stroke. 

Why is this important? Have you ever swum in a current where the 
water is moving back at the same speed your hand is moving back? 
No leverage is achieved so your body does not move forward. This 
is what would happen if your hand speed did not increase. 



In Freestyle, both arms work independent of each other so as one 
hand is moving relatively slowly out in front, the other is moving 
past the leg and recovering through the air at a relatively high 
speed. Thus, one hand will nearly "catch up" to the other out in 
front, whilst at another part of the stroke the hand will be 180 
degrees apart. Acquisition of this variation in arm speed is as 
important as learning the correct pathways of movement. 

Bernoulli's Lift Principle 
 
Daniel Bernoulli was an 18th Century Swiss Mathematics Professor 
who experimented with forces that created hydraulic lift. Bernoulli's 
Principle states that "as a gas or fluid increases in speed, the 
pressure decreases due to the fluid or gas particles being spaced 
further apart (less dense)". 

Thus, an object moving through a liquid such as water will have 
particles flowing past it. If the flow on one side is faster than the flow 
on the other side, an area of relative high pressure will develop on 
the side where the particles are spaced closer together. The result 
will be that the object will move away from an area of high pressure 
towards an area of relatively low pressure. 

In an aircraft wing the under surface is flat and above is curved. As 
air passes under or over the wing, the air particles going under 
travel a shorter distance than the air particles which pass over the 
wing. This extra distance, spaces the spread of air particles further 
apart above the wing. The distance between particles is commonly 
referred to as density. 

The less dense a gas or fluid is, the lower the pressure. The object 
(the plane wing) will have a lift force acting on it as an area of low 
pressure is created above the wing and an area of high pressure 
underneath. As a plane moves faster, such as on take-off, the 
difference between the pressures above and below increases and 
the wing rises. This lift force can also be altered by changing the 
distance of the air flow above or below the wings such as by use of 
wing flaps. In swimming, we see this Principle in effect in a number 
of situations. 



1. As a swimmer moves through the water, the pressure above their 
body is less than that underneath. The faster the swimmer moves 
forward the higher the differential between the pressures above and 
below their body which results in the swimmers body position 
becoming higher as they go faster. 

2. As a swimmer presses backwards with their hand and arm, an 
area of high pressure results in front of the direction of travel, whilst 
an area of low pressure is created in the eddy behind the hand and 
arm. This then creates a lift force acting in the opposite direction to 
the direction of hand and arm travel. This is technically referred to 
as "positive drag". E.g. in Freestyle as you try to press your hand 
back a force is acting to pull it forwards at the same time. 

The benefit this has for a swimmer is to help "anchor" the hand and 
arm to the one spot and allow the leverage of the body past the 
hand and arm rather than allow the hand and arm to "slip" 
backwards through the water. 

Hence, sculling drills are a great part of any swimming and water 
safety curriculum as they improve a swimmer's feel of the water and 
traction ultimately developing a more efficient stroke. 

Action 

  

 



By understanding biomechanical principles, teachers will have a 
better understanding of why certain actions happen and how 
improvements to strokes can occur. Biomechanics should also be 
translated in simplistic terms to learners and swimmers from a very 
early age. 

E.g. If you lift your head up your feet will sink and this will slow you 
down. If you put your head down, your feet will go up and you will 
go ………….? (come on, you know the answer!) 

The average 4 year old can grasp this concept of cause and effect. 

Through discovery learning (experimentation), a teacher can derive 
a similar result by getting swimmers to try and swim with their head 
out of the water and then try with their heads in the water. Which is 
easier? 

 

Floating 

  

 
 
Floating is a difficult skill for a basic learner to acquire. First tries are 
usually attempted as a short float towards a point of safety (usually 
the side of a pool). This assists in the learner recovering to a 
standing position. 

As the initial float and recovery skills improve, stationary floats and 
longer glides can be attempted. These should begin with the learner 
crouched down in the water to shoulder depth and gently falling 
forwards with the head down between the arms. To recover to a 
standing position from a front float, bend the knees, lift the head, 
scull down with the hands, place the feet on the floor of the pool, 
and stand up. 

Variations on a front float are: 



• "Starfish float" (once called the Deadman's float) where the arms 
and legs are apart in a position like a star to aid in stability 

• "Jellyfish float" with the arms and legs hanging down in the water 

• "Mushroom float" where the arms wrap around the knees 

• "Torpedo float/glide" (or arrow, or pencil) where the arms and legs 
are stretched out front and back and the body is a straight and long 
as possible. 

Back floats can also be done as a star float or a torpedo style float. 

When teaching back floats, learners should commence with a 
smooth controlled transition from a standing /squat position with 
shoulders in the water to a horizontal position. Initial attempts can 
be assisted by the teacher placing their hands to support the 
learner. 

The teacher could position their hands: 

• Holding two hands behind the learners head 

• With one hand behind the learners head with the other hand/arm 
along the learner's back 

• Holding on to the learner's elbows with the learner having their 
hands behind their head 

• Holding with one hand on the learner's hands with the learner 
having their hands behind their head 

• Hooked under the learner's chin and gently towing the learner 
through the water 

Whatever hold is used, learners should be encouraged to have the 
back half of their head in the water and to look up at the sky or roof. 
The sun shining into learner's eyes can be disorientating. If 
possible, position the learner to keep the sunlight off their face. 

To recover from a back float, learners should be reminded to bend 
the knees, lift the head, scull the hands towards the feet, place the 
feet on the floor of the pool and stand up. 



Remember, by moving through the water in a glide, Bernoulli's Lift 
Principle will assist in keeping the learner on the surface and the 
forward speed will keep the body more stable but as the glide 
speed reduces the learner will experience increasing instability. 

 

Movement 
 
Movement through the water usually begins by learning actions 
such as arm or leg movements on land or at the edge of the pool 
then progressing gradually with the assistance of kick boards and 
other aids to attempts whilst floating or gliding. 

It is important that a balanced ratio of attempts with and without the 
use of aids be maintained. A common sequence for the teaching of 
a stroke is floating and gliding, kicking, arms, breathing. 

Walking across the pool, simulating arm strokes with or without a 
kick board gives the learner a feeling of resistance especially as 
they try to move the arms faster. Running or walking fast also 
creates the same effect. 



 

Gliding and Streamlining 
 
Gliding and Streamlining is discussed in more depth in water 
familiarisation but is usually the first area of movement taught. 

By being well streamlined, a learner will: 

• Have a better sense of buoyancy 

• Be more likely to move their arms and legs in the proper manner 

• Swim with greater energy efficiency 

Generally, for people with a low body density, the water should do 
the work of "holding" the swimmer up. The swimmer should do the 
work of moving forwards. A swimmer should not have to swim to 
stay afloat unless they are one of the few who have an overall body 
density higher than that of water! 

If learners are only moving slowly through the water or are not well 
streamlined, they will often have a tendency to be very unbalanced. 
A better body balance can be achieved by: 

• Positioning the arms and legs wider apart 

• Streamlining better by tucking the head between the arms and 
stretching the arms and legs out 

• Improving the push off and increasing speed through the water 

• Adding a kick (one or two fin/s can be also used whilst kicking) to 
assist in balance 



 

Kicking 

  
 
Kicking is often the first action taught once a learner can float and 
glide. It is important that teachers ensure the body position of the 
learner mimics that of a swimmer when practicing kicking drills. 

Therefore, if kicking holding onto the side of the pool, one hand 
should hold the top of the wall (should the wall not be too high 
above the water level) or the kicking bar and one hand should be on 
the wall with fingers pointing down. This method ensures the kick is 
practiced with the body in a horizontal position. Alternately, kicking 
in short bursts with the Student's face in the water will also achieve 
the correct horizontal body position. 

If both hands hold onto the bar or the top of the wall and the head is 
out of the water the feet will sink and the body will assume a semi-
vertical position. The resulting kick in Freestyle is a bicycle type kick 
(cyclic) or in Breaststroke, a scissor kick (one foot turned in) as the 
learner is kicking to get their feet to the surface. 

As the body does rotate when swimming, Freestyle and Backstroke 
kick can also be practiced by advanced learners on their side. 
Breaststroke and Butterfly kick should also be practiced with the 
body moving in a manner similar to when swimming e.g. Butterfly 
wiggles with the whole body rather than just a kick with the legs or 
Breaststroke with shoulders moving up and down and a breathing 
action in time with the leg kick. 



 

Arm Stroking 
 
Leverage is one of the two prime methods delivering propulsion to a 
swimmer from their arm movement. The hands should be held 
comfortably flat, with the wrist straight in line with the forearm. 
Fingers are either together or loosely apart. 

Ideally, a teacher should promote arm patterns as follows: 

Freestyle - a long underwater "S" pathway stroke with as quick a 
recovery as possible. The hand should enter with the elbow raised 
slightly so that the fingers enter before the rest of the hand 

Breaststroke – commencing with a scull to just wider than the 
shoulders, then scooping down, around and in to under the chin. 
Then with hands together and elbows tucked in, recover the arms to 
a full stretch in front 

Backstroke – with the arms straight, little finger enters the water 
first in front of or just wider than the shoulders. Then, roll the 
shoulders down to get the hand under the water followed by a pull 
through past the shoulders and a push to the legs. There is 900 
elbow bend about half way through the pull/push to maximize 
efficiency. Recovery with the arms should be as high as possible 



over the body, with the shoulder rolling up first to assist the arm out 
of the water 

Butterfly – commencing from in front of the shoulders, a long 
keyhole stroke with the arms recovering wide. On the recovery, the 
thumbs point down and the back of the hand leads 

In all strokes except Backstroke, the second half of the stroke (the 
recovery) is done much faster than the first half (the propulsive 
phase). 

Once the student's stroke pathways are developing to the desirable 
patterns, then the subtle variations in speed of the arms can be 
introduced and promoted. 

 

Sculling 
 
Sculling is the second of the two prime methods of gaining 
propulsion from the hand and arm movement. It is a term also used 
to describe a movement of an oar in water. The result is that a force 
is created at an angle to the direction of the scull. This force can be 
used to generate forward propulsion for a person if the hands, 
acting as an oar, are placed in the correct angle. 

The hand moves in a direction (1). A high-pressure area develops 
in front of the hand (A) whilst an area of relatively low pressure (B) 
develops behind the hand. A lift force results (3) in the opposing 
direction to the generated force (2). The hand therefore moves 
away from the area of high pressure towards the area of low 
pressure. 



Rather than allow the hand to move in this direction as a result of 
the sculling action, a swimmer will usually press in the direction of 
the generated force (2) with an equal amount of pressure to that of 
the resulting lift force (3) This effectively cancels the two opposing 
forces out and thus the hand appears to stay in the same plain yet 
the swimmer is able to lever their body against their hand. In very 
simple terms, the back of the hand will need to face the direction 
the swimmer wishes to travel. 

 

Body Position 
 
Body Position changes with speed similar to a boat. When a boat is 
not moving it sits flat on the water, but as the boat begins to move 
forward, the angle of the boat relative to the surface of the water 
changes with the front rising. A similar situation occurs with 
swimmers. When swimming slowly, the body is relatively flat on the 
surface of the water but as forward speed increases, the body lifts 
higher in the water and the angle on the body changes with the 
front lifting slightly. 

When a swimmer practices lots of slow swimming they will become 
a proficient slow swimmer but have difficulty changing styles for 
sprinting as the style and body position changes for speed 
swimming and they have become comfortable with a "slow 
swimming" body position. 



The pathways of the arms also change when swimming faster. The 
centre of gravity alters and thus the angle of the body in the water. 
This topic is discussed in further depth in coaching courses where 
proficiency in swimming speed is promoted. 

E.g. In a slow swimming learner, the head is usually positioned so 
the swimmer is "looking at the bottom of the pool" with the front half 
of their head in the water. As the swimmer becomes more 
proficient, the teacher will gradually move the head position until the 
swimmer is looking forward underneath the surface of the water 
with the water level somewhere between the eyebrows and hairline. 

Resistances 
 
Resistance is the name given to forces that act to slow movement. 
In water, for every unit of increase in speed there is approximately a 
four-fold increase in resistance. A resistance force may have little 
impact on a body at low speed, but as speed increases, the effect 
caused by the resistance will increase. 

Try walking through water, then try running through water. You will 
notice increased pressure acting against you as you increase 
speed. 

Imagine running on land as against running in 1 metre depth of 
water. Which is slower? Why is there a difference? As water is 
denser than air, decreasing the resistance forces as we swim or 
move through water is more important than for land based 
movement. 

There are three main resistance forces acting on a swimmer. 
They are called: 

• Frontal resistance 

• Eddy resistance 

• Surface friction 

Frontal Resistance 



 
Frontal resistance is caused by an object moving forward having to 
"push aside" water in order to make a space for it to move into. In a 
boat this is evidenced by the creation of a bow wave which is simply 
a pressure wave of water. Dolphins and the occasional surf board 
rider will position themselves in front of a bow wave on a ship and 
simply be pushed along by this pressure wave whilst exerting very 
little effort. 

A well designed boat will have a pointed front so that the water is 
pushed aside easily, smooth surfaces so the water flows over the 
hull quickly and without disruption and a rounded stern so that the 
void left behind as the boat moves forward is quickly filled. Faster 
boats also have less of the hull in the water, increasing the air 
resistance but reducing the water friction which is the greater 
resistance of the two. 

 

Frontal Resistance in Swimming 
 
In swimming, we see frontal resistance in many ways. 

Freestyle: Swimmers who have their legs lower down in the water 
create a bigger frontal resistance and thus reduce speed more than 
a swimmer on the surface of the water. For most Freestyle 
swimmers their arms pull them through the water faster than their 



legs can push them. Kicking however does contribute to forward 
speed by raising the legs and decreasing resistance, thus allowing 
the swimmer to move forward quicker. Lifting the head will cause 
the legs to sink lower. How fast can you swim with your head out of 
the water when compared to swimming with the head partly 
submerged? What happens to the feet when the head is raised? 

Breaststroke: Breaststroke is the slowest of the four competitive 
strokes. This is due to the increased resistances created by the 
hands pushing forward together from the breast, on, under, or over 
the water with the elbows under the water. If, on the arm recovery 
the elbows remain out like wings, instead of "tucked" into the side of 
the chest the frontal resistance increases and speed is reduced 
even more. 

Backstroke: It is common for many inexperienced Backstroker's to 
raise their head, causing the hips and feet to sink thus increasing 
frontal resistance and slowing forward speed. A good body position 
reduces resistance, thus allowing increased forward speed without 
extra effort. 

Butterfly: After a breath, many Butterflyer's fail to bend their neck 
and drop their head into the water instead, dropping the top of their 
body whilst still looking forward. Their face is submerged but their 
legs remain low in the water. Thus, they appear to be swimming up 
for a breath, then falling down and their forward speed is slow. 
Simply by dropping the head, the legs are forced up towards the 
surface of the water and forward speed increases as a result. 

"One of the best things a teacher can ever do for a student is to 
establish a streamlined, high body position. The time spent 
developing a good head position and constant kick – the essence of 
the desired position – is rewarded many times over. This stage 
should not be rushed! Adding arm movements and breathing 
patterns before this fundamental technique is mastered, is to greatly 
reduce the student's chances of achieving efficient stroke skills 
down the track." Ross Gage 

Eddy Resistance 



 
As the boat or a body moves forward, it leaves behind a space that 
it previously occupied. This space is an area of low pressure. In the 
boat example, an eddy force (2) acts on the body drawing it towards 
this space. As the propulsive force is greater than the eddy force, 
the boat or object will continue to move forward, but at reduced 
speed. 

For a swimmer, eddy resistance is caused by the void left behind as 
a swimmer moves forward. This void is an area of low pressure. 
The void behind a swimmer creates a suction effect that causes 
water to rush in; creating a force acting in the opposing direction to 
the swimmer. 

One of Bernoulli's principles, as discussed previously, is that an 
object will always travel from an area of relatively high pressure to 
an area of relatively low pressure. Decreasing this area of void by 
having the legs positioned close to or on the surface of the water is 
vital to increasing speed without extra effort. 

However, Breaststroke has the legs lower than the other strokes so 
eddy resistance tends to have a greater impact in this stroke for 
many learners. 

Surface Friction 
 
As the boat or an object moves forward through the water, the 
water must flow over, under or around it. Where the water comes 
into contact with the surface of the boat or object, the flow speed is 
slowed. This impedes the forward movement of the boat or object 
and is called surface friction (3). A surface with protrusions or a 
covering that slows the flow of water over it will increase the 
resistance forces resulting in the speed forward decreasing if the 
propulsive (forward) force remains the same. 

For the swimmer, surface resistance is caused by the friction of 
water passing over the surface of the body. For example, 
reductions in surface friction occur when a swimmer is wearing 
body hugging swimsuits, bathing caps or undergoes a body shave. 



Such actions allow the water to pass over the body and reduce the 
"drag". 

Surface resistance also increases if the hips sway from side to side 
as a result of the arms recovering too wide due to the inability of 
water to slip easily over the body (you also end up swimming a 
further distance). 

Wearing clothes whilst swimming will slow your speed through the 
water as it is more difficult for the water to pass over. In outdoor 
learning situations, similar difficulties are experienced by students 
wearing sun protective body suits or wet shirts. 

Swimmers in tropical areas wearing stinger protection suits or 
colder climate swimmers wearing wetsuits/ dry suits also will 
increase their surface friction and thus reduce their potential speed 
through the water. In some instances where the "suit" provides 
additional buoyancy this drag may be counterbalanced by the 
reduction in frontal resistance due to a higher body position from 
the extra buoyancy. 

Some elite competitive swimmers wear suits which actually 
enhance the laminar flow of water over their body and thus gain 
some advantage over swimming in skin! 

Application of Biomechanical 
Principles 
 
Application of Biomechanical principles can be undertaken 
pragmatically or holistically. Usually, improvements of one area of a 
stroke will lead to improvements in other areas at the same time. 

E.g. Improving streamlining of a swimmer by lowering the head will 
reduce the frontal and eddy resistances but also will enable the 
arms and legs to move more efficiently. 

So whilst we have discussed areas individually, an improvement in 
one area will often have the affect of improvements in efficiency 
elsewhere in a swimmer's stroke. 



Improving Movement 
 
Improving movement is a combination of increasing efficiency in the 
actions which provide propulsion and decreasing the actions and 
movements which slow forward speed. 

No matter which stroke is examined, the whole action of the stroke 
only takes about one to two seconds to complete and then it is 
repeated. This repetition means that small faults or inefficiencies 
are magnified when we swim over a distance. Small positive 
changes can compound to become large improvements. 

Swimming can be improved by: 

Increasing the length of our stroke thus increasing the distance 
travelled per stroke 

Improving the "grip" on the water by fine tuning the angle of the 
hand in the water 

Ensuring correct hand pathways through the water 

Decreasing resistances 

Decreasing Resisitances 
 
Decreasing resistances is vital as a swimmer starts to make their 
way through the water. For every increment increase in speed there 
is a four-fold increase in resistance. 

  

Frontal resistance may be decreased by ensuring: 

• The feet are kept in a streamlined position near the surface of the 
water 

• The legs are kept as much as possible within the line of the body 

• The body stays near the surface of the water in a relatively 
horizontal position 



• In Freestyle and Backstroke the body remains aligned and rolls 
along an axis down the middle of the body from head to feet 

• The head is kept at optimal position. In Freestyle and Backstroke 
this means with a similar amount of the head in the water at all 
times. For Breaststroke and Butterfly this means positioning the 
head so that the body returns to a streamlined position after the 
head is lifted for a breath. 

  

Eddy resistance may be decreased by ensuring: 

• The feet are kept in a streamlined position near the surface of the 
water 

• The legs are kept as much as possible within the line of the body 

• Ensuring the knees do not bend more than necessary 

• The hips remain high in the water 

• The body stays streamlined and relatively horizontal. 

  

Surface friction may be decreased by ensuring: 

• A reduced amount of clothing is worn 

• Lightweight, body hugging swimsuits are worn 

• Shaving off excess hair (in elite swimmers at speed) 

• Wearing a swim cap 

Identifying Faults 
 
Identifying faults is usually quite easy for Swimming and Water 
Safety Teachers. 

One method is to simply carry a mental picture of the ideal model 
stroke and compare each swimmer to what is ideal and "spot the 
differences". The hard part is usually identifying the actual cause of 
the fault. 



E.g. in Freestyle, a swimmer's hips may sway from side to side as a 
result of an arm recovery being too wide and thus the hand 
swinging across the centre line of the body as it enters the water. 
By getting the elbow to bend and lift higher on the recovery, the 
hand will come closer to the body and enter near full reach in front 
of the shoulder, thus stopping the hips swaying. 

Faults are generally a reaction to an action. Determine what action 
is causing the fault. Alterations can then easily be made. 

The skill of a Swim Australia Teacher to correctly identify the cause 
of faults will improve with practical experience. 

Using Aids 

 
An aid can be used to improve a physical movement but at the 
same time can create major problems due to over-reliance or by 
promoting undesirable movement patterns. To what extent changes 
are made (and benefit gained) will depend on the duration of usage 
and the "correctness" of the drills undertaken using the aid/s. 

A swimming aid should enhance and assist the teacher to empower 
a student to achieve goals. Aids should not be used for an entire 
lesson. Usage of an aid should be determined after weighing up the 
needs of the individual and the likely benefit to be gained by the use 
of an aid. 

All aids should be checked regularly to ensure correct fit and 
readiness for the use to which they are being put. Any aid is good if 
it produces the desired outcome, but long term overuse will create a 
psychological dependence by the learner. Generally once a skill 
has been mastered using an aid, the teacher should begin 
"weaning" the student off the aid by reducing: 



• Reliance on the aid 

• The amount of benefit gained by use of the aid 

• The size of the aid 

• The time the aid is used 

Teachers may also wean students by using alternate drills to 
achieve the same results e.g. replace using a kickboard by using 
fins instead. 

Some Aids and Potential Uses 

 
Ratings from * Not recommended in learn to swim to ***** Highly 
recommended 

Bands * 

Tyre-tubing cut into bands and used around the legs or ankles. 

Restricts usage of the feet and legs, alters body position. Mainly 
used in a squad situation for Butterfly kick/ strength work. Can be 
combined with pull board for beginners. 

Body boards *** 

Large float board used for body surfing. 

Ideal for younger children and beginners. Provides good buoyancy 
and stability and promotes correct kicking technique. 

Drag plate * 

A square float with two holes through which the ankles are placed. 



Increased drag promotes strength. Advanced swimmers only. Does 
little for technique. 

Drag Suits * 

A belt fitted with open pockets that collect water and increase 
resistance. 

Increased drag promotes strength. Advanced swimmers only. Does 
little for technique. 

Fins/ Flippers ***** 

Large "feet" made of rubber or plastic into which the feet are 
placed. 

Plastic fins with straps are hard on the feet. Improves kicking 
efficiency and speed of a swimmer through the water. 

Float mats *** 

Large mats made of buoyant EVA foam material. 

Create buoyancy without pressure points. Good for beginners, 
useful as fall safety mats when commencing entries. 

Floatation suits *** 

A swimsuit with front, side and back pockets into which buoyancy 
can be placed/removed. 

Useful with handicapped and autistic children. The ability to vary 
buoyancy positions is a plus. Getting children into the suit can be 
difficult. 

Floaties/ Arm bands * 

Floatation placed around the arms. 

The centre of buoyancy is moved away from the centre of gravity, 
causing the feet to sink. The feet then kick around in an incorrect 
cyclic motion 

Kickboards ***** 
A floatation device in a variety of shapes and sizes. Assists in 
floatation, kicking and arm drills for all strokes. 



Used in a multiplicity of ways. Like all aids if overused, reliance can 
become evident. 

Life Buoy ** 
A buoyancy ring that goes around the body under the arms. 

The danger is a child can easily slip out of the aid, however 
because the buoy is close to the centre of buoyancy (meaning head 
up, feet go down) a useful confidence builder if used sparingly. 

Lifejackets/ Buoyancy vest * 
Lifejackets will keep an unconscious person face up. A buoyancy 
vest will float a person on the surface. 

All Students should learn how to put them on and swim with them. 
Not useful for learn to swim as they are restrictive to 
movement.  Ensure size is age appropriate. 

Noodles *** 
A buoyant foam tube about 1 metre in length. 

Useful for positioning across or along the lateral axis under the 
body. 

Paddles * 
Generally a reasonably flat surface slightly larger than the hand, 
strapped to the fingers 

Caring for Training Aids 

 
Teachers, Parents and Students must fully understand when 
aids are used that: 

• All aids should be used under close adult supervision at all times. 
The use of an aid should never replace supervision 



• All aids should be used for the purpose for which they were 
designed 

• No aid is a 100% sure lifesaving device 

• Aids can develop a false sense of confidence which in turn may 
result in a drowning at a later time 

• Teachers should use aids as an adjunct to other teaching skills and 
progressive drills 

• Where a reliance on an aid becomes evident, the student should be 
encouraged to become less reliant on the aid through gradually 
decreasing the usage or the benefit gained (less buoyancy, smaller 
fin blade etc.) 

• Aids should be adjusted for correct fit and checked to ensure they 
are operational and safe 
Inflatable aids should be manufactured so that they have a 
minimum of two inflating chambers (in case of failure) 

• Aids should be positioned safely within the pool environment when 
not in use 

• Hygiene of all aids, especially those that remain wet after use 
needs to be carefully considered 

Goggles 
 
Goggles are not really considered to be a swimming aid but rather 
an aid to swimming. 



Who really wants to submerge their head in a cocktail of chemicals, 
suspended dirt, body fat and sunscreen amongst other pollutants? 
Goggles are therefore a necessary piece of swimming equipment to 
protect the eyes from harm. 

After studying the section on personal safety and survival, Swim 
Australia Teachers would understand that most people who drown 
are not wearing goggles as they did not intend entering the water. 
Therefore, for safety reasons, all swimmers must learn to swim and 
play in the water without goggles, though for good eye health, 
goggles may be worn the majority of times. 

To correctly fit goggles, make sure the goggles have a soft seal 
around the lens and that the lens size for one eye piece will fit into 
the eye socket. Then adjust the spacing between the two lenses to 
suit the face and place the goggles on the eyes and pull the head 
strap over the head. Ideally, the strap should be split as this 
ensures the band is held in place. The band should be tight enough 
to hold the goggles firmly on the face and only leave a slight 
impression when removed. 

At times, goggles can be of assistance to a swimmer by modifying 
their actions. A swimmer can see clearly and maybe able to follow 
through on a teacher's instruction to "look" at a certain point in the 
pool. Goggles also keep long hair out of a swimmer's eyes and stop 
them "flicking" their head when they turn it to breathe in Freestyle. 

Teachers can also use goggles to go underwater and actually 
observe student's actions as they swim. 



 

Technology 
 
Some aids are really teaching tools, that tend to be used more in 
stroke development and coaching rather than teaching. However, 
their use in learner lessons can be of some assistance and should 
be considered as part of the ongoing continuous learning steps 
from beginner to competent all round swimmer. 

• A recording camera and playback for starts and stroke correction 
to aid in improving technique and to provide a better understanding 
of incorrect actions. Often what a swimmer is actually doing and 
what they think they are doing are two different things. In coaching 
the use of underwater cameras is widespread , but for learner 
situations they are little more than novelty value 

• A whiteboard/ chalkboard. Diagrams and visual explanation help 
some learners, especially males. Used more in squad situation for 
writing training programs 

• Pace clock. Can be used in learning situations to eliminate the 
teacher becoming a traffic cop. Students depart on a set time or set 
interval. For younger students make sure the explanation is simple. 
e.g. "Bill you go when the hand reaches the number 30 and Sam 
you go when it reaches the number 40" 

• Backstroke flags.  These can be positioned so the learner knows 
where the wall is in Backstroke and assists in preventing them 
hitting their head and developing the undesirable habit of "looking 
for the wall" 

• Lane lines. Used to assist learners to swim straight and takes their 
mind off the distance they are swimming. Trying to swim straight 



assists in fine tuning swimming strokes. Learners will need to be 
made aware of the lines and their use as a directional guide. The 
"T" on the end of the lines also indicates the wall coming up 

• Diving blocks are used in the advanced learning stages to develop 
techniques for entering the water from a height. This could be diving 
for competition or mimicking a natural aquatic environmental height 
with students performing a safe entry 

• A mirror positioned so that a learner can see what their legs are 
doing whilst they Breaststroke kick on the side of the pool is a 
useful teaching tool as it allows for visual feedback 

Learning swimming and water safety skills still remains the preserve 
of the teacher with little in the way of technology providing 
enhancements on the process. 

 

 


